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1. Introduction

The concept of fuzzy subset was introduced and studied by L. A. Zadeh [14] in the year 1965. The subsequent research

activities in this area and related areas have found applications in many branches of science and engineering. The following

papers have motivated us to work on this paper: C. L. Chang [3] introduced and studied fuzzy topological spaces in

1968 as a generalization of topological spaces. Many researchers like this concept and many others have contributed to

the development of fuzzy topological spaces. Andrijevic [1] introduced semi-preclosed sets and Dontchev [4] introduced

generalized semi-preclosed sets in general topology. After that the set was generalized to fuzzy topological spaces by Saraf

and Khanna [13]. Tapas Kumar Mondal and S. K. Samantha [10] introduced the topology of interval valued fuzzy sets.

Jeyabalan. R, Arjunan. K, [6] introduced ivf -generalaized semi-preclosed sets and Jeyabalan. R, Arjunan. K, [7] introduced

ivf -generalaized semi-precontinuous mappings. In this paper, we introduce ivf -completely generalized semi-precontinuous

mappings and some of its properties are investigated.

2. Preliminaries

Definition 2.1 ([10]). Let X be a non empty set. A mapping Ā : X → D[0, 1] is called an interval valued fuzzy set (briefly

IV FS) on X, where D[0, 1] denotes the family of all closed subintervals of [0,1] and Ā(x) = [A−(x), A+(x)], for all x ∈ X,

where A−(x) and A+(x) are fuzzy sets of X such that A−(x) ≤ A+(x), for all x ∈ X. Thus Ā(x) is an interval (a closed

subset of [0,1]) and not a number fom the interval [0,1] as in the case of fuzzy set.
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Obviously any fuzzy set A on X is an IV FS.

Notation 2.2. DX denotes the set of all interval valued fuzzy subsets(ivf) of a non empty set X.

Definition 2.3 ([10]). Let X be a non empty set. Let x0 ∈ X and α ∈ D[0, 1] be fixed such that α 6= [0, 0]. Then the interval

valued fuzzy subset (ivf) pαx0 is called an interval valued fuzzy point(ivf) defined by,

pαx0 =

 α, if x = x0;

[0, 0], if x 6= x0.

Definition 2.4 ([10]). Let Ā and B̄ be any two IV FS of X, that is Ā =
{〈
x, [A−(x), A+(x)]

〉
: x ∈ X

}
, B̄ ={〈

x, [B−(x), B+(x)]
〉

: x ∈ X
}

. We define the following relations and operations:

(1). Ā ⊆ B̄ if and only if A−(x) ≤ B−(x) and A+(x) ≤ B+(x), for all x ∈ X.

(2). Ā = B̄ if and only if A−(x) = B−(x), and A+(x) = B+(x), for all x ∈ X.

(3). (Ā)c = 1̄− Ā =
{〈
x, [1−A+(x), 1−A−(x)]

〉
: x ∈ X

}
.

(4). Ā ∩ B̄ =
{〈
x, [min[A−(x), B−(x)],min[A+(x), B+(x)]]

〉
: x ∈ X

}
.

(5). Ā ∪ B̄ =
{〈
x, [max[A−(x), B−(x)],max[A+(x), B+(x)]]

〉
: x ∈ X

}
.

We denote by 0̄X and 1̄X for the interval valued fuzzy sets {〈x, [0, 0]〉 , for all x ∈ X} and {〈x, [1, 1]〉 , for all x ∈ X} respec-

tively.

Definition 2.5 ([10]). Let X be a set and = be a family of interval valued fuzzy sets (IV FSs) of X. The family = is called

an interval valued fuzzy topology (IV FT ) on X if and only if = satisfies the following axioms:

(1). 0̄X , 1̄X ∈ =,

(2). If
{
Āi : i ∈ I

}
⊆ =, then

⋃
i∈I

Āi ∈ =,

(3). If Ā1, Ā2, Ā3, . . . , Ān ∈ =, then
n⋂
i=1

Āi ∈ =.

The pair (X,=) is called an interval valued fuzzy topological space (IV FTS). The members of = are called interval valued

fuzzy open sets (IV FOS) in X.

An interval valued fuzzy set Ā in X is said to be interval valued fuzzy closed set (IV FCS) in X if and only if (Ā)c is an

IV FOS in X.

Definition 2.6 ([10]). Let (X,=) be an IV FTS and Ā =
{〈
x, [A−(x), A+(x)]

〉
: x ∈ X

}
be an IV FS in X. Then the

interval valued fuzzy interior and interval valued fuzzy closure of Ā denoted by ivfint(Ā) and ivfcl(Ā) are defined by

ivfint(Ā) =
⋃{

Ḡ : Ḡ is an IV FOS in X and Ḡ ⊆ Ā
}

,

ivfcl(Ā) =
⋂{

K̄ : K̄ is an IV FCS in X and Ā ⊆ K̄
}

.

For any IV FSĀ in (X,=), we have ivfcl(Āc) = (ivfint (Ā))c and ivfint(Āc) = (ivfcl(Ā))c.

Definition 2.7. An IV FS Ā =
{〈
x, [A−(x), A+(x)]

〉
: x ∈ X

}
in an IV FTS (X,=) is said to be an

(1). interval valued fuzzy regular closed set (IV FRCS) if Ā = ivfcl(ivfint(Ā));
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(2). interval valued fuzzy semi-closed set (IV FSCS) if ivfint (ivfcl(Ā)) ⊆ Ā;

(3). interval valued fuzzy preclosed set (IV FPCS) if ivfcl(ivfint (Ā)) ⊆ Ā;

(4). interval valued fuzzy α closed set (IV FαCS) if ivfcl(ivfint (ivfcl (Ā))) ⊆ Ā;

(5). interval valued fuzzy β closed set (IV FβCS) if ivfint(ivfcl (ivfint(Ā))) ⊆ Ā.

Definition 2.8. An IV FS Ā =
{〈
x, [A−(x), A+(x)]

〉
: x ∈ X

}
in an IV FTS (X,=) is said to be an

(1). interval valued fuzzy generalized closed set (IV FGCS) if ivfcl(Ā) ⊆ Ū , whenever Ā ⊆ Ū and Ū in an IV FOS;

(2). interval valued fuzzy generalized regular closed set (IV FGRCS) if ivfcl(Ā) ⊆ Ū , whenever Ā ⊆ Ū and Ū is an

IV FROS.

Definition 2.9. An IV FS Ā =
{〈
x, [A−(x), A+(x)]

〉
: x ∈ X

}
is an IV FTS(X,=) is said to be an

(1). interval valued fuzzy semi-preclosed set (IV FSPCS) if there exist on IV FPCSB̄, such that ivfintB̄ ⊆ Ā ⊆ B̄;

(2). interval valued fuzzy semi-preopen set (IV FSPOS) if there exist on IV FPOSB̄, such that B̄ ⊆ Ā ⊆ ivfcl(B̄).

Definition 2.10. Let Ā be an IV FS is an IV FTS (X,=). Then the interval valued fuzzy semi-preinterior of Ā

(ivfspint(Ā)) and the interval valued fuzzy semi-preclosure of Ā(ivfspcl(Ā)) are defined by

ivfspint(Ā) =
⋃{

Ḡ : Ḡ is an IV FSPOS in X and Ḡ ⊆ Ā
}

,

ivfspcl(Ā) =
⋂{

K̄ : K̄ is an IV FSPCS in X and Ā ⊆ K̄
}

.

For any IV FS Ā in (X,=), we have ivfspcl(Āc) = (ivfspint(Ā))c and ivfspint (Āc) = (ivfspcl(Ā))c.

Definition 2.11 ([6]). An IV FS Ā in IV FTS (X,=) is said to be an interval valued fuzzy generalized semi-preclosed set

(IV FGSPCS) if ivfspcl (Ā) ⊆ Ū , whenever Ā ⊆ Ū and Ū ∈ =.

Definition 2.12 ([6]). The complement Āc of an IV FGSPCS Ā in an IV FTS (X,=) is called an interval valued fuzzy

generalized semi-preopen set (IV FGSPOS) in X.

Definition 2.13. An IV FTS (X,=) is called an interval valued fuzzy semi-pre T1/2 space (IV FSPT1/2) if every

IV FGSPCS is an IV FSPCS in X.

Definition 2.14 ([10]). An IV FS Ā of a IV FTS of (X,=) is said to be an interval valued fuzzy neighbourhood(IV FN)

of an IV FP pαx0 if there exists an IV FOS B̄ in X such that pαx0 ∈ B̄ ⊆ Ā.

Definition 2.15. Let (X,=) and (Y, σ) be IV FTSs. Then a map g : X → Y is called an

(1). interval valued fuzzy continuous (IV F continuous mapping) if g−1(B̄) is IV FOS in X for all B̄ in σ.

(2). interval valued fuzzy semi-continuous mapping (IV FS-continuous mapping) if g−1(B̄) is IV FSOS in X for all B̄ in

σ.

(3). interval valued fuzzy α-continuous mapping (IV Fα-continuous mapping) if g−1(B̄) is IV FαOS in X for all B̄ in σ.

(4). interval valued fuzzy pre-continuous mapping (IV FP -continuous mapping) if g−1(B̄) is IV FPOS in X for all B̄ in σ.

(5). interval valued fuzzy β-continuous mapping (IV Fβ-continuous mapping) if g−1(B̄) is IV FβOS in X for all B̄ in σ.
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(6). interval valued fuzzy semi-precontinuous mapping (IV FSP -continuous mapping) if g−1(B̄) is IV FSPOS in X for all

B̄ in σ.

Definition 2.16. Let (X,=) and (Y, σ) be IV FTSs. Then a map g : X → Y is called interval valued fuzzy generalized

continuous (IV FG continuous) mapping if g−1(B̄) is IV FGCS in X for all B̄ in σc.

Definition 2.17. A mapping g : (X,=)→ (Y, σ) is called an interval valued fuzzy completely generalized semi-precontinuous

(IV FcGSP continuous) mapping if g−1(V̄ ) is an IV FRCS in X for every IV FGSPCS V̄ in Y .

3. Main Results

Theorem 3.1. Every IV FcGSP continuous mapping is an IV FGSP continuous mapping.

Proof. Let g : (X,=) → (Y, σ) be an IV FcGSP continuous mapping. Let V̄ be an IV FCS in Y . Hence V̄ is an

IV FGSPCS in Y . Then g−1(V̄ ) is an IV FRCS in X. Since every IV FRCS is an IV FGSPCS, g−1(V̄ ) is an IV FGSPCS

in X. Hence g is an IV FGSP continuous mapping.

Remark 3.2. The converse of the above Theorem 3.1 need not be true from the following example: Let X = {a, b}, Y = {u, v}

and K̄1 = {〈a, [0.1, 0.2]〉 , 〈b, [0.3, 0.4]〉}, L̄1 = {〈u, [0.8, 0.9]〉 , 〈v, [0.6, 0.7]〉}. Then = =
{

0̄X , K̄1, 1̄X
}

and σ =
{

0̄Y , L̄1, 1̄Y
}

are IV FT on X and Y respectively. Define a mapping g : (X,=) → (Y, σ) by g(a) = u and g(b) = v. Then g is an

IV FGSP continuous mapping but not an IV FcGSP continuous mapping. Since L̄c1 = {〈u, [0.1, 0.2]〉 , 〈v, [0.3, 0.4]〉} is an

IV FCS in Y , it is an IV FGSPCS in Y but g−1(L̄c1) = {〈a, [0.1, 0.2]〉 , 〈b, [0.3, 0.4]〉} is not an IV FRCS in X, because

ivfcl(ivfint(g−1(L̄1
c
))) = ivfcl(0̄X) = 0̄X 6= g−1(L̄c1).

Theorem 3.3. Every IV FcGSP continuous mapping is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping.

Proof. Let g : (X,=) → (Y, σ) be an IV FcGSP continuous mapping. Let V̄ be an IV FRCS in Y . Hence V̄ is an

IV FGSPCS in Y . Then g−1(V̄ ) is an IV FRCS in X. Since every IV FRCS is an IV FGSPCS, g−1(V̄ ) is an IV FGSPCS

in X. Hence g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping.

Remark 3.4. The converse of the above Theorem 3.3 need not be true from the following example: Let X = {a, b},

Y = {u, v} and

K̄1 = {〈a, [0.4, 0.5]〉 , 〈b, [0.6, 0.7]〉},

L̄1 = {〈a, [0.6, 0.7]〉 , 〈b, [0.7, 0.8]〉},

M̄1 = {〈u, [0.4, 0.8]〉 , 〈v, [0.7, 0.9]〉}.

Then = =
{

0̄X , K̄1, L̄1, 1̄X
}

and σ =
{

0̄Y , M̄1, 1̄Y
}

are IV FT on X and Y respectively. Define a mapping g : (X,=)→ (Y, σ)

by g(a) = u and g(b) = v. Then g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping but not an IV FcGSP continuous mapping, since

M̄c
1 is IV FGSPCS in Y but g−1(M̄c

1 ) is not an IV FRCS in X, because ivfcl(ivfint(g−1(M̄c
1 ))) = 0̄X 6= (g−1(M̄c

1 )).

Theorem 3.5. Every IV FcGSP continuous mapping is an IV F continuous mapping.

Proof. Let g : (X,=) → (Y, σ) be an IV FcGSP continuous mapping. Let V̄ be an IV FCS in Y . Hence V̄ is an

IV FGSPCS in Y . Then g−1(V̄ ) is an IV FRCS in X and hence an IV FCS in X. Hence g is an IV F continuous

mapping.
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Remark 3.6. The converse of the above Theorem 3.5 need not be true from the following example: Let X = {a, b}, Y = {u, v}

and K̄1 = {〈a, [0.1, 0.2]〉 , 〈b, [0.3, 0.4]〉}, L̄1 = {〈u, [0.3, 0.4]〉 , 〈v, [0.4, 0.6]〉}. Then = =
{

0̄X , K̄1, 1̄X
}

and σ =
{

0̄Y , L̄1, 1̄Y
}

are IV FTs on X and Y respectively. Define a mapping g : (X,=) → (Y, σ) by g(a) = u and g(b) = v. Then g is an IV F

continuous mapping but not an IV FcGSP continuous mapping, since L̄c1 = {〈u, [0.6, 0.7]〉 , 〈v, [0.4, 0.6]〉} is an IV FGSPCS

in Y but g−1(L̄c1) = {〈a, [0.6, 0.7]〉 , 〈b, [0.4, 0.6]〉} is not an IV FRCS in X, because ivfcl(ivfint(g−1(L̄1
c
))) = ivfcl(0̄X) =

0̄X 6= g−1(L̄c1).

Theorem 3.7. Every IV FcGSP continuous mapping is an IV FP continuous mapping.

Proof. Let g : (X,=) → (Y, σ) be an IV FcGSP continuous mapping. Let V̄ be an IV FCS in Y . Hence V̄ is an

IV FGSPCS in Y . Then g−1(V̄ ) is an IV FRCS in X, by hypothesis. Since every IV FRCS is an IV FPCS, g−1(V̄ ) is an

IV FPCS in X. Hence g is an IV FP continuous mapping.

Remark 3.8. The converse of the above Theorem 3.7 need not be true from the following example: Let X = {a, b}, Y = {u, v}

and K̄1 = {〈a, [0.3, 0.4]〉 , 〈b, [0.4, 0.7]〉}, L̄1 = {〈u, [0.1, 0.2]〉 , 〈v, [0.3, 0.4]〉}. Then = =
{

0̄X , K̄1, 1̄X
}

and σ =
{

0̄Y , L̄1, 1̄Y
}

are IV FTs on X and Y respectively. Define a mapping g : (X,=) → (Y, σ) by g(a) = u and g(b) = v. Then g is an

IV FaGSP continuous mapping but not an IV FP continuous mapping. Since L̄c1 = {〈u, [0.8, 0.9]〉 , 〈v, [0.6, 0.7]〉} is an

IV FCS in Y and g−1(L̄c1) = {〈a, [0.8, 0.9]〉 , 〈b, [0.6, 0.7]〉} is not an IV FPCS in X, because ivfcl(ivfint(g−1(L̄1
c
))) =

ivfcl(K̄1) = 1̄X 6⊂ g−1(L̄c1).

Theorem 3.9. Every IV FSP continuous mapping is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping.

Proof. Let g : (X,=)→ (Y, σ) be an IV FSP continuous mapping. Let V̄ be an IV FRCS in Y . Since every IV FRCS is

an IV FSPCS, V̄ is an IV FSPCS in Y . Then g−1(V̄ ) is an IV FSPCS in X. Since every IV FSPCS is an IV FGSPCS,

g−1(V̄ ) is an IV FGSPCS in X. Hence g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping.

Remark 3.10. The converse of the above Theorem 3.9 need not be true from the following example: Let X = {a, b},

Y = {u, v} and K̄1 = {〈a, [0.3, 0.4]〉 , 〈b, [0.4, 0.6]〉}, L̄1 = {〈u, [0.1, 0.2]〉 , 〈v, [0.3, 0.4]〉}. Then = =
{

0̄X , K̄1, 1̄X
}

and

σ =
{

0̄Y , L̄1, 1̄Y
}

are IV FTs on X and Y respectively. Define a mapping g : (X,=)→ (Y, σ) by g(a) = u and g(b) = v. Then

g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping but not an IV FSP continuous mapping. Since L̄c1 = {〈u, [0.8, 0.9]〉 , 〈v, [0.6, 0.7]〉}

is an IV FCS in Y but g−1(L̄c1) = {〈a, [0.8, 0.9]〉 , 〈b, [0.6, 0.7]〉} is not an IV FSPCS in X, because there exist no IV FPCS

B̄ in X such that ivfint(g−1(L̄c1)) ⊆ B̄ ⊆ g−1(L̄c1).

Theorem 3.11. Every IV Fβ continuous mapping is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping.

Proof. Let g : (X,=)→ (Y, σ) be an IV FSP continuous mapping. Let V̄ be an IV FRCS in Y . Since every IV FRCS is

an IV FβCS, V̄ is an IV FβCS in Y . Then g−1(V̄ ) is an IV FβCS in X. Since every IV FβCS is an IV FGSPCS, g−1(V̄ )

is an IV FGSPCS in X. Hence g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping.

Remark 3.12. The converse of the above Theorem 3.11 need not be true from the following example: Let X = {a, b},

Y = {u, v} and K̄1 = {〈a, [0.5, 0.7]〉 , 〈b, [0.3, 0.4]〉}, L̄1 = {〈u, [0.3, 0.4]〉 , 〈v, [0.4, 0.6]〉}. Then = =
{

0̄X , K̄1, 1̄X
}

and σ =
{

0̄Y , L̄1, 1̄Y
}

are IV FTs on X and Y respectively. Define a mapping g : (X,=) → (Y, σ) by g(a) = u

and g(b) = v. Then g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping but not an IV Fβ continuous mapping. Since L̄c1

= {〈u, [0.6, 0.7]〉 , 〈v, [0.4, 0.6]〉} is an IV FCS in Y but g−1(L̄c1) = {〈a, [0.6, 0.7]〉 , 〈b, [0.4, 0.6]〉} is not an IV FβCS in X,

because ivfint(ivfcl(ivfint(g−1(L̄1
c
)))) = ivfint(ivfcl(K̄1)) = ivfint(1̄X) = 1̄X 6⊂ g−1(L̄c1).

Theorem 3.13. Every IV Fα continuous mapping is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping.
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Proof. Let g : (X,=)→ (Y, σ) be an IV FSP continuous mapping. Let V̄ be an IV FRCS in Y . Since every IV FRCS is

an IV FαCS, V̄ is an IV FαCS in Y . Then g−1(V̄ ) is an IV FαCS in X. Since every IV FαCS is an IV FGSPCS, g−1(V̄ )

is an IV FGSPCS in X. Hence g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping.

Remark 3.14. The converse of the above Theorem 3.13 need not be true from the following example: Let X = {a, b},

Y = {u, v} and K̄1 = {〈a, [0.3, 0.4]〉 , 〈b, [0.4, 0.6]〉}, L̄1 = {〈u, [0.1, 0.2]〉 , 〈v, [0.3, 0.4]〉}. Then = =
{

0̄X , K̄1, 1̄X
}

and

σ =
{

0̄Y , L̄1, 1̄Y
}

are IV FT on X and Y respectively. Define a mapping g : (X,=)→ (Y, σ) by g(a) = u and g(b) = v. Then

g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping but not an IV Fα continuous mapping. Since L̄c1 = {〈u, [0.8, 0.9]〉 , 〈v, [0.6, 0.7]〉} is an

IV FCS in Y but g−1(L̄c1) = {〈a, [0.8, 0.9]〉 , 〈b, [0.6, 0.7]〉} is not an IV FαCS in X, because ivfcl(ivfint(ivfcl(g−1(L̄1
c
)))) =

ivfcl(ivfint(1̄X)) = ivfcl(1̄X) = 1̄X 6⊂ g−1(L̄c1).

Theorem 3.15. Let g : (X,=) → (Y, σ) be a mapping where g−1(V̄ ) is an IV FRCS in X, for every IV FCS V̄ in Y .

Then g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping .

Proof. Let Ā be an IV FRCS in Y . Since every IV FRCS is an IV FCS, V̄ is an IV FCS in Y . Then g−1(V̄ ) is an

IV FRCS in X. Since every IV FRCS is an IV FGSPCS, g−1(V̄ ) is an IV FGSPCS in X. Hence g is an IV FaGSP con-

tinuous mapping. Then g−1(V̄ ) is an IV FRCS in X. Since every IV FRCS is an IV FGSPCS, g−1(V̄ ) is an IV FGSPCS

in X. Hence g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping.

Remark 3.16. The converse of the above Theorem 3.15 need not be true from the following example: Let X = {a, b},

Y = {u, v} and K̄1 = {〈a, [0.3, 0.4]〉 , 〈b, [0.4, 0.7]〉}, L̄1 = {〈u, [0.1, 0.2]〉 , 〈v, [0.3, 0.4]〉}. Then = =
{

0̄X , K̄1, 1̄X
}

and

σ =
{

0̄Y , L̄1, 1̄Y
}

are IV FT on X and Y respectively. Define a mapping g : (X,=)→ (Y, σ) by g(a) = u and g(b) = v. Then

g is an IV FGSP continuous mapping but not a mapping as defined in Theorem 3.15, since L̄c1 = {〈u, [0.8, 0.9]〉 , 〈v, [0.6, 0.7]〉}

is an IV FCS in Y and g−1(L̄c1) = {〈a, [0.8, 0.9]〉 , 〈b, [0.6, 0.7]〉} is not an IV FRCS in X, because ivfcl(ivfint(g−1(L̄1
c
))) =

ivfcl(K̄1)) = 1̄X 6= g−1(L̄c1).

Theorem 3.17. Every IV FGSP continuous mapping is an IV FaGSP - continuous mapping.

Proof. Let g : X → Y be an IV FGSP -continuous mapping. Let Ā be an IV FRCS in Y . Then Ā is an IV FCS in Y .

By hypothesis g−1(Ā) is an IV FGSPS in X. Hence g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping.

Remark 3.18. The converse of the above Theorem 3.17 need not be true from the following example: Let X = {a, b},

Y = {u, v} and

K̄1 = {〈a, [0.4, 0.5]〉 , 〈b, [0.6, 0.7]〉},

L̄1 = {〈a, [0.6, 0.7]〉 , 〈b, [0.7, 0.8]〉},

M̄1 = {〈u, [0.4, 0.8]〉 , 〈v, [0.7, 0.9]〉},

N̄1 = {〈u, [0.3, 0.5]〉 , 〈v, [0.5, 0.7]〉},

Then = =
{

0̄X , K̄1, L̄1, 1̄X
}

and σ =
{

0̄Y , M̄1, N̄1, 1̄Y
}

are IV FT on X and Y respectively. Define a mapping g : (X,=)→

(Y, σ) by g(a) = u and g(b) = v. Then g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping but not an IV FGSP continuous mapping,

since M̄c
1 = {〈u, [0.2, 0.6]〉 , 〈v, [0.1, 0.3]〉} is IV FCS in Y but g−1(M̄c

1 ) is not an IV FGSPCS in Y , but g−1(M̄c
1 ) is not an

IV FGSPCS in Y , g−1(M̄c
1 ) = {〈a, [0.2, 0.6]〉 , 〈b, [0.1, 0.3]〉} ⊆ K̄1 but ivfspcl(g−1(M̄c

1 )) = 1̄X 6⊂ K̄1.

Theorem 3.19. Let pαx0 be an IV FP in X. A mapping g : X → Y is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping, then for every

IV FO Ā in Y with g(pαx0) ∈ Ā, there exists an IV FOS B̄ in X with pαx0 ∈ B̄ such that g−1(Ā) is IV FD in B̄.
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Proof. Let Ā be an IV FROS in Y . Then Ā is an IV FOS in Y . Let g(pαx0) ∈ Ā, then there exists an IV FOS

B̄ in X such that pαx0 ∈ B̄ and ivfcl(g−1(Ā)) = B̄. Since B̄ is an IV FOS, ivfcl(g−1(Ā)) is also an IV FOS

in X. Therefore ivfint(ivfcl(g−1(Ā))) = ivfcl(g−1(Ā)). Now g−1(Ā) ⊆ ivfcl(g−1(Ā)) = ivfint(ivfcl(g−1(Ā))) ⊆

ivfcl(ivfint(ivfcl(g−1(Ā)))). This implies g−1(Ā) is an IV FβOS in X and hence an IV FGSPOS in X. Thus g is

an IV FaGSP continuous mappings.

Theorem 3.20. Let f : X → Y be a mapping where X is an IV FSPT1/2 space. Then the following are equivalent:

(1). g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping.

(2). ivfspcl(g−1(Ā)) ⊆ g−1(ivfcl(Ā)) for every IV FSPOS Ā in Y ,

(3). ivfspcl(g−1(Ā)) ⊆ g−1(ivfcl(Ā)) for every IV FSOS Ā in Y ,

(4). g−1(Ā) ⊆ ivfspint(g−1(ivfint(ivfcl(Ā)))) for every IV FPOS Ā in Y

Proof. (1) ⇔ (2) Let Ā be an IV FSPOS in Y . Then by Definition 2.9, there exists an IV FPOS B̄ such that

B̄ ⊆ Ā ⊆ ivfcl(B̄) and B̄ ⊆ ivfint(ivfcl(B̄)). Now ivfcl(ivfint(ivfcl(Ā))) ⊇ ivfcl(ivfint(ivfcl(B̄))) ⊇ ivfcl(B̄) ⊇ Ā.

Hence Ā ⊆ ivfcl(ivfint(ivfcl(Ā))). Therefore ivfcl(Ā) ⊆ ivfcl(ivfint(ivfcl(Ā))). But ivfcl(ivfint(ivfcl(Ā))) ⊆ ivfcl(Ā).

Hence ivfcl(ivfint(ivfcl(Ā))) = ivfcl(Ā). This implies ivfcl(Ā) is an IV FRCS in (X,=). By hypothesis g−1(ivfcl(Ā))

is an IV FGSPCS in X and hence g−1(ivfcl(Ā)) is an IV FSPCS in X, since X is an IV FSPT1/2 space. This im-

plies ivfspcl(g−1(ivfcl(Ā))) = g−1(ivfcl(Ā)). Now ivfspcl(g−1(Ā)) ⊆ ivfspcl(g−1(ivfcl(Ā))) = g−1(ivfcl(Ā)). Thus

ivfspcl(g−1(Ā)) ⊆ g−1(ivfcl(Ā)).

(2)⇔ (3) Since every IV FSOS is an IV FSPOS, proof is similar in (i)⇒ (ii).

(3) ⇔ (1) Let Ā be an IV FRCS in Y . Then Ā = ivfcl(ivfint(Ā)). Therefore Ā is an IV FSOS in Y . By hypothe-

sis, ivfspcl(g−1(Ā)) ⊆ g−1(ivfcl((̄A))) = g−1(Ā) ⊆ ivfspcl(g−1(Ā)). Hence g−1(Ā) is an IV FSPCS and hence is an

IV FGSPCS in X. Thus g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping.

(1) ⇔ (4) Let Ā be an IV FPOS in Y . Then Ā ⊆ ivfint(ivfcl(Ā)). Since ivfint(ivfcl(Ā)) is an IV FROS in Y , by

hypothesis, g−1(ivfint(ivfcl(Ā))) is an IV FGSPOS in X. Since X is an IV FSPT1/2 space, g−1(ivfint(ivfcl(Ā))) is an

IV FSPOS in X. Therefore g−1(Ā) ⊆ g−1(ivfint(ivfcl(Ā))) = ivfspint(g−1(ivfint(ivfcl(Ā)))).

(4) ⇔ (1) Let Ā be an IV FROS in Y . Then Ā is an IV FPOS in X. By hypothesis, g−1(Ā) ⊆

ivfspint(g−1(ivfint(ivfcl(Ā)))) = ivfspint(g−1(Ā)) ⊆ g−1(Ā). This implies g−1(Ā) is an IV FSPOS in X and hence

is an IV FGSPOS in X. Therefore g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping.

Theorem 3.21. Let g : X → Y be a mapping. If g is an IV FGSP continuous mapping, then ivfgspcl(g−1(Ā) ⊆

g−1(ivfcl(barA)) for every IV FSPOS Ā in Y .

Proof. let Ā be an IV FSPOS in Y . Then ivfcl(Ā) is an IV FRCS in Y . By hypothesis g−1(ivfcl(Ā)) is an IV FGSPCS

in X. Then ivfgspcl(g−1(ivfcl(Ā))) = g−1(ivfcl(Ā)). Now ivfspcl(g−1(Ā)) ⊆ ivfgspcl(g−1(ivfcl(Ā))) = g−1(ivfcl(Ā)).

That is ivfgspcl(g−1(Ā)) ⊆ g−1(ivfcl(Ā)).

Theorem 3.22. Let g : X → Y be a mapping where X is an IV FSPT1/2 space. If g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping,

then ivfint(ivfcl(ivfint(g−1(B̄)))) ⊆ g−1(ivfspcl(B̄)) for every B̄ ∈ IV FRC(Y ).

Proof. Let B̄ ⊆ Y be an IV FRCS. By hypothesis, g−1(B̄) is an IV FGSPCS in X. Since X is an IV FSPT1/2 space,

g−1(B̄) is an IV FSPCS in X. Therefore ivfspcl(g−1(B̄)) = g−1(B̄). Now ivfint(ivfcl(ivfint(g−1(B̄)))) ⊆ g−1(B̄)
⋃
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ivfint(ivfcl(ivfint(g−1(B̄)))) ⊆ ivfspcl(g−1(B̄)) = g−1(B̄) = g−1(ivfspcl(B̄)). Hence ivfint(ivfcl(ivfint(g−1(B̄)))) ⊆

g−1(ivfspcl(B̄)).

Theorem 3.23. Let g : X → Y be a mapping where X is an IV FSPT1/2 space. If g is an IV FaGSP continuous mapping,

then g−1(ivfspint(B̄)) ⊆ ivfcl(ivfint(ivfcl(g−1(B̄)))) for every B̄ ∈ IV FRO(Y ).

Proof. This theorem can be easily proved by taking complement in Theorem 3.22.
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